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1. Introduction

Let C be a category and let
such that the functors

be a functor from the product category C x C into C

(8)(C8)xC): (CxC) xC->CxC~

and

(8)(CxC8): Cx (CxC)->CxC->C

are identical and I be an object of C such that the functors obtained by 3), fixing the
variables in I, are identical to le. Then a triple (C, @, 1) is called a multipicative
category of C.

For a multiplicative category (C, 3), 1) of C, a triple (A, m, k) is called a tensor
object or3)-object of C, where A is an object of C, m is a morphism from A~;A to A
such that m (m2>A) =m (A2)m) and k is a morphism from I to A such that m (k 2iA) =
=m(A2;k) =1.4'

If we now define morphisms f from (A, m, k) to (A', m', k') as follows; for f:A->A',

f·m=m'· U?Jf), k'=f-k

and their composition is the composition in C, then the class of objects, which is the
class of all (2~-objects of C, together with the class of morphisms f: (A, m, k)->
(A', m', k'), and the composition in C forms a category. This category is called a
primitive category and we denote it by (/J (C,61, n. The functor y: (/J (C,:;, I) ->C is
forgetful if for every object (A, m, k) and f: (A,m,k)->(A',m',k'), \.'>[(A,m,k)]=A,
c; (f) = f (For other equivalent definitions see [C, [3=). The notion of multiplicative
category was established by J. Benabou [2J and the structure of the primitive categories
was studied by B. Eckmann and P. J. Hilton [4J.

The purpose of this note is to establisih the simple results on the projectve limits in
primitive categorief.

2. Primitive categories

Let (C,Zi, 1) and (C,;O, 1) be two multiplicative categories of C and C respectively.
A triple (G, rp, 0) is called a morphism from (C, 1) to CC, g, 1), where G is a
functor from C into C, rp is a natural transformation from CC x C) to C2) such that
for all triple (A, B, C) of objects of C,

rpC40B.C)· (rp(A.B);OC(C» =rp(A.B0C)· CG (A) 'J!jrp(B.C»

and a: l->G(I) (in C) is a morphism such that for all objects AEC,
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rpC[.A)· (o(2)G(A» =lGcA)=rpcA,/)' (G(A) x 0).

For two morphisms (G, rp,o) : (C, (2), I)-(C, 09, i) and (C, ip, a) : (C09, i)-CC, (2),1),
we shall define the composition of (G, rp, 0) and (C, ip, 0) as follow>;

(C'G, (C * rp)(ip * (GxG»,C(o) '0)

where,

(G * rp) (ip * (Gx G»: [(2)(CxC)J(Gx G) =09(CGxCG)-[G®J(Gx G)

-G(GQ9).

THEOREM 1. Let (G,rp,o): (C,09,I)---->(C,09,i) and if;: 4>(C,(2),I)---->C and if;':tfJ(C,
(2), i) -C be forgetful functors. If for amorphism (G, rp, 0), every (2)-object (A, m, k)
and f: (A,m, k)---->(A', m', k'),

tfJ(G, rp, 0) [(A, m, k) J= (G(A) , G(m)cp(AAJ, G(k) 0) E4>(C, 09, i)
and

tfJ(G, rp, 0) CfJ=G(f): (G(A) , G (m) rpCAAJ, G(k)o)

-(G(A') , G (m') rpc/.AJ, G(k')0) (E4>(C, 09, i»),

then 4>(G,cp,o) is a functor from 4>(C, 09, I) intol/J(C,(2),I) such that Gif;=if;'I/J(G,rp, a).

And I/J (G, rp, a) is a faithful functor if and only if so is G.

Proof. For two morphismsf:(A,m,k)-(A',m',k') and 1': (A', m', k')-(A", m", k")
in 4>(C, (2), I),

4>(G, rp, 0) [f'. fJ=G[f'· fJ=G[f'J ·G[fJ

=I/J(G, rp, 0) [I'J'4>(G, rp, 0) [f].

4>(G, cp, 0) [lAJ=G[lAJ=lGcAJ=l4>cG,~.I6)[CAm.k)],

and

G'Cp[ (A, m, k) J=G[AJ,

if;' 'I/J(G, rp, 0) [(A, m, k) J=if;' (G (A) , G(m)rpCA,AJ, G(k)oJ=G(A)

Hence

Gif;=if;'I/J(G, rp, 0).

Since the function

X: Hom4>cc.<8>,/)[(A,m,k), (A',m',k')J--

Hom4>(c,<8>.IJ[ (G(A), G(m)cp(AAJ, G(k) 0) , (G (A') , G(m') cP (A'. A'), G (k')0) J

is univalent iff Xo: Homc(A,A')-Hom C (G(A), G(A'») is univalent, I/J(G,cp,o) IS

faithful iff so is G.

DEFINITIOX. For amorphism (G,cp, o):(C,09,I)-(C,(2), i), if GQ9=09(GxG) and 1=
G (1), i. e. cp= 1<8>, 0= li then we say that the functor G commutes to tensor product [lJ.
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In this case we denote the morphism (G, 10, 1/) by G and tJ) (G, Is, 1/) =(/i (G). Then
we have

(/i(G) [ (A, m, k) J= (G(A), G(m), G(k»).

For a functor G: C--->C, amorphism T: G(A)->A in C is called a universal morphism
if for all morphim f: G(A')->A there is a unique morphism g: ..1'->..1 such that f=
T·G(g).

LDl\IA. Let (C, :;,1) and (C,:?,1) be two mu!tiplicatiz'e categories and G: C->C be
a functor that is commutative to tensor product. Then if for a -:/object (A, rn, k) of
tJ) (C,-::, 1) the morphism T: G (A) ->A in C is universal, there exist unique morphisms
m: A -:.A->..4. and k: 1->..1 such that (A, ni, k) E(/i (C,:=, 1) and T: (/i (G) ~ (A, rn, 1:) ~;->

(A, in, k) J is universal.

Proof. Since T is a universal morphism, for amorphism f: G (A -~:A)->A there is a
unique morphism 111: A-;~A->A such that

T
G (A) ------>A

i G(m) /{

G(A2A)

commutes. Similarly, there is a unique k: 1->.4. with T· G (k) =k. By the uniqueness,
111 ~ (m~A) =m:: (A '2'm) and 111 (A:::-.k) =m (1:2:..1) =lA• If T is universal then by the
definition of the morphism T:(G(A),G(m),G(I:»->(A,ln,k) we can easily know
that the latter is also universal.

3. Projective limits

For any two categories A and B, let Cat (A, B) denote the category of all covariant
functors from A into B. Let K A : J ->C be the constant functor which assigns each
object of J to the fixed object A of C and each morphism of J to 14 and let EJ : C->
Cat (J, C) be a functor such that EJ (A) =K4 for all AcC. For any functor Fee
Cat (J, C) a natural transformation ,0: EJ (A) =K~->F is called the projective limit of F
if for any natural transformation IJ: EJ(A')->F there exist the unique morphism .": .-1'->
.4 in C such that

o=,o·E/(",).

?\fow we suppose that for any two objects (A,m,l:) and (},',m',k') of tJ)(C,=,I),

(AZ'A') (A~A')= (A:2A)g'(A'SA').

Let us denote a morphism from (.42.11') (A?;,A') to A.~A' by m?m' and a mor-
phism for 1 to .AZA' by kZk'. Then the morphism m?;m' is associative and

(m?;m') [(k?;k')Z(A"2.A')]=[m(kcRA)]Z[m' (k'ZA')J

=lAZIA'

=104\":04"
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(m(8)m') [ (A(8)A') (8) (k(>9k') ]=l A0A'.

Hence, in this case we have a functor

G: rJ> (C, (8), I) X rJ> (C, (8), I) ->(j) (C, (8), I)

such that

G[(A, m, k), (A', m', k')]= (A, m, k, )G(A', m', k') = (A(8)A', m@m',k(>9k')

and for f: (A,m,k)--(B,n,h) and /': (A', m',k')--(B', n', h')

G[ Cf, /')]=f&J/': (A(8)A', mQS:lm', k(>9k') --(B(2)B', n&;n', h(8)h').

The functor G is associative and

(A, m, k) 0 (I, 11, 11) = (A, m, k).

Therefore given a multipicative category (C, QS:l, I) we can also define a multiplicative

category {cP(C,(2),I),G,I=(I,1I,11)} of a primitive category rJ>(C,@,I). And if
Cat(J, rJ>(C, 09, I) xCat(J, rJ>(C,@,I»=Cat(J,rJ>(C,(2), 1) x rJ>(C, (2), I»,

then we can define a functor

Cat(J, 0): Cat (J, rJ> (C, @, I) x Cat(J, rJ> (C, (2), I) ->Cat(J, rJ>(C, @, I»

as follows:

Cat(J, 0)[(~,<j;)]=ifJ0<f;,

[~0<j;] (j) =~ (j) 0<j; (j),

for all jEJ. Since the functor 0 is associative, so is the functor Cat(J, 0).
Let us denote Cat(J, 0) by 0.

lf EJ : cP (C, (2), I) ->Cat (J, rJ> (C, @, I) be a functor such that for each object (A, m, k)
of cP (C, (8), I) and for all objects j of J

[EJ(A, m, k) ](j) = (A, m, k),

then for EJ(I, IT, 11) =1 and cjJE Cat(J, rJ>(C, 0, I) and 1>(j) = (B, n, h),

(10~) (j) = (I0B, 11(2)n, 11(2)h) = (B, n, h) =~(j).

Similarly, ~01=rp. Hence we have a multiplicative category eCat(J, rJ>(C, 0, I), 0, IJ
of a category Cat(J, rJ>(C,@, I).

For each ordered pairs {(A, m, k), (A', m', k')} of objects of rJ>(C, 0, I) and for each
jEJ,

0· EJ X EI [ {(A, m, k), (A', m', k')} ] (j) = [EJ (A, m, k) 0EJ (A', m', k')] (j)

=EJ(A, m, k) (j)0EJ(A', m', k') (j)

= (A, m, k)0(A', m', k')

= (A@A',mtg)m', kQ9k').
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Similarly,

E/:!)[ {(A, m, k), (A', m', k') IJ (j) = (A(2)A', m59m', kf2;Jk').

The functor ® commutes to the tensor product.
Let us denote

(EJ, 10, Ij): [!p(e, 59, I), 0, (1, 1[, Il)J----{Cat (J, !P (C, (8), I) ), 0, IJ

by EJ • Then we have a functor

!P (EJ): !P[!P (C, (8), I), 0, (1, 1[, Il) ]-->!P[Cat (J, if) (C, ('9, I, », 0, IJ

such that for each[(A,m,k).m,k]E!p[if)(C,(8),I),@, (I, Il, Il), where

m:(A,m,k)@(A,m,k)-->(A,m,k) and k: (I,ll,l l )-->(A,m,k).

Hence we have the
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THEORD.! 2. Let (C, (8), I) be a multiplicative category of C and (A(8)A')(g;(A(29A')
=(~A)(8)(A'(29A'). Then for 9ECat(J,if)(C,rg,I)) and (1,m~,k~)Eif)[Cat(J,(/)(C,

(8),I)), @.iJ, the functor 9 has a projective limit ,0: E 1[ (A, m, k) J-->9 if and only if
!P(p):if)(EJ)[(A,m,k),m,kJ-->(9,m~,k~)is universal.

Proof. Let if) (,0) be universal, then by the definition of if) (,0), ,0 is universal. Converse
ly, if cp has a projective limitp, then by the Lemma !P (,0) is universal.
only if ,0 is universal.
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